
WWRV 1330AM; WRVP 1310AM; WWCL1440AM; WVZN 1580AM & KZKN 1020AM
Issues/Programs Lists 2021

January 1st. till March 31st. 2021.

   DATE                  DAYTIME       NAME  &  HOST         DESCRIPTION          ISSUES DISCUSSED

Connecting the Community The government aproved two vaccines for the people

01/11/2021. 10:30 AM Orlando Sanchez - The vaccines for Covid-19 in USA, one of them is the Pfizer and the other one is

NJ Government employee the moderna.  How to get this vaccines.

It is very important that you have to tell your lawyer

01/15/2021. 8:15 AM The world of laws and you Bad accident practice what exactly hurts you and how many time you been

Jesus J. Peña - Lawyer in the hospital or in a doctor visit.

Supporting your marriage The overuse and addiction to electronic equipment

01/26/2021. 4:00 PM Yudy Cid - Life Coach The actual situacion of electronic in the children.  What is the right age to give a child

and Clinical Psychologist devices with children and electronic devices and the warnings you give them.

Hopeful Lawyers The benefit that has been given to As long as this program is in effect you can not be

2/4/2021 6:00 PM Dra. Maria E. Nader  venezuelans that allows them to deported.  This means that your case is going to be

Inmigration Specialist obtain permisssion to work for 18 months evaluated with the Inmigration Department.

How this program help the young people under 21 

02/16/2021. 8:15 AM The world of laws and you Government Program SIJ years obtain the residence in NY.  In NJ is 18 years 

Jesus J. Peña - Lawyer and others states in the south is 14 years old.

Hopeful Lawyers This people have to register to a page in the Internte

2/25.21 6:00 PM Dra. Maria E. Nader Registration of people who are in which is conecta.acnur.org.  When you register they

Inmigration Specialist Mexico to return to the United States notified you and give appointmnet for a phone call.

Pre-empted program canceled for Fund Raising from March 8 to April 10.


